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The authors have successfully addressed the majority of the required corrections. A few of the requested corrections have been missed out whilst a few additional minor corrections, some related to the corrections requested must be addressed.

The authors are kindly requested to proceed with the following corrections:

1) Lines 202 & 327 - "Glycosilation" should be corrected as follows: "Glycosylation".

2) Line 61 - correct as follows: "…lead to AT type I deficiency.

3) Line 62 - correct as follows: "AT type II deficiency".

4) Line 85 - change: "was performed of Applied" to "was performed on Applied"

5) Line 98 - delete the word "out".

6) Line 102 - add "the" before "proband".

7) Line 179 -180 - add the letter "A" before 'Genetic variant…".

8) Line 209 - add the word "tests" after "diagnostic".

9) Line 218-219 - "Data that supports the findings (e.g. sequence chromatograms) are available from the corresponding author upon request" should be deleted since the data are now in the manuscript.

Line 267 - delete ";" after the number "8."

10) Fig B - illustrates 2 chromatograms/electropherograms which are the same. The authors should indicate in the legend if the second is the inverse complement of a reverse
primer sequencing reaction for clarity as in the legend they refer to the bidirectional sequencing.

11) Fig B - the resolution of the picture should be improved to allow reading of the sequence above the electropherograms/chromatograms

12) Legend of Figure 1 should explain the meaning of the notation: "N/N"
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